
Shed Bu yers Guide – Helping you determine what Shed is Right for you 

They sound simple enough, but there are a few important things to consider before 

purchasing a shed. While sheds may be a necessity, they're also an investment for not 

only your property, but your future needs as well. 

What are the three most important considerations?  
1. Shed material 

2. Shed style 

3. Shed size 

Shed Material 

There are several materials that a shed can be built from, and each has their own 

advantages. People have different needs and desires, so it is essential to know the 

differences between these materials in order to maximize the uses of the shed. 

Plastic is one of the first types of material that people often use for 

sheds. Plastic sheds require very little maintenance, making cleanup 

both simple and fast. Another benefit is that this building material is 

not prone to insects that will destroy the material. Since the material 

is so light, it is very easy to build and transport the materials that are 

needed to build the shed. 

However, a plastic shed will not be as visually appealing when compared to other 

materials as it is not easily customized. This can be contributed to the fact that they are 

not a paintable surface. This can be a positive or negative aspect, depending on the 

viewpoint. There is no need to repaint a plastic shed, but there is no option to change 

the appearance after a few years either. Also, plastic can be affected by the weather, 

meaning that they can eventually bend or warp in very humid or hot temperatures. The 

plastic may not be able to hold large amounts of snow, for example, resulting in the roof 

collapsing and dumping snow onto the items inside. 

A metal shed has a number of differences when compared to plastic, 

but some of the benefits still apply. Metal has almost no upkeep, 

resulting is easy cleaning and there is no need to spray for insects. A 

metal shed is also very secure, meaning that theft is very difficult 

because of the material that is used. Also, unlike plastic, metal is able 

to withstand a lot of weight. 

There are some sacrifices that must be made when choosing a metal shed, and 

appearance is one of them. Like plastic, it is difficult to paint the surface of metal to 

make it match a certain theme or decor style. Rusting is a big problem with metal sheds. 

Another factor that must be considered with metal is the fact that thunderstorms can 
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damage it very quickly. While the metal will not catch fire, electricity can be conducted 

through the material. 

Wood is one of the more popular materials used, and there are 

several benefits to using it. Also, wood is one of the "greener" 

materials when compared to metal and plastic, making it the most 

ecological material. This is great news for those that are trying to do 

their part in "going green" or are looking to recycle materials after 

years of use. Wood is also much more durable, meaning that it can 

take a lot more weight from elements, like snow, in order to keep items safe. 

Owners can easily paint wood sheds to give it an unique look. In addition, our wood 

buildings do not need to be treated to prevent rot and decay. For the above 

reasons, wood sheds are generally the most beneficial choice made. 

Styles to Choose From: 

With sheds, there is some rhyme and reason behind the different shaped roof styles. 

Different roofs are not only designed to meet certain requirements and functionality, but 

aesthetic needs as well. 

Gable Shed: This shed roof is perhaps the style most are familiar 

with. Gable sheds are defined by the two straight slopes from the 

ridge of the roof, creating a peak, or a triangle appearance. This slope 

helps snow, leaves, and rain to simply fall off and away from the 

building. 

 

Gambrel Shed: Commonly known as the "barn style", the gambrel 

shed has double slopes on each side. The upper slope helps provide 

extra head space, while the lower slope provides protection against 

the weather similar to that of a gable shed. Gambrel sheds typically 

offer more usable space in the form of overhead storage and lofts. 

 

Tackroom Shed: Also called the "Salt box" this style of shed has 

differing lengths in the roof, and appears as though it is a gable with 

one side incomplete. Head room is typically greatest at the front of 

the shed. This design increases your storage area, spreading it out, as 

opposed to up such as what is seen in the gambrel shed. 

Most Common Sizes: 

One useful tip in helping you to determine the size you need, is to lay out all your 

objects planned for the shed in an area shaped like a square or rectangle and measure. 
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Don't forget, you'll need room to walk around! Also, make sure the door of the sheds 

are wide enough for the items you plan to store. You should make the most of your 

interior space by utilizing shelves, workbenches, and lofts. It’s important to keep in 

mind that as time goes by, the number of items you have will increase and it’s better to 

grow into, rather than out of, your shed. 

Typically, sheds can be broken down into three sizes: 

   

Small  Medium Large 

Tools All Of the Small Shed List All Of the Medium Shed List 

Gardening Supplies and a 

Push Mower 

Larger Gardening 

Equipment i.e. Lawn 

Mower, Wheelbarrow 

ATVS, Tractor Mowers 

Cleaners/Paint Bicycles/Motorcycles 
Offers greatest range of 

options 
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